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Abstract

This paper introduces a novel active learn-
ing based Complexity Measurement Met-
ric (CMM) that estimates the complexity
of a sentence with respect to the grammar
correction task. The CMM has been used
to have an idea on how strongly users can
rely on a correction suggested by a gram-
mar checker. The proposed metric also cir-
cumvents the need of gold standard test
corpora during comparison among differ-
ent grammar checkers targeting different
types of errors. Initially CMM has been
applied on a grammar checker for Bangla
language. To ensure better acceptability of
CMM, the Bangla grammar checker is be-
ing evaluated for both Natural Language
Generation based as well as Naı̈ve Bayes
classifier methods and the results are com-
pared.

1 Introduction

Acquisition of foreign language is a very diffi-
cult task for second language learners. Often lan-
guage acquisition is hampered due to incorrect
suggestions provided by writing aids like Gram-
mar Checker and Computer Assisted Language
Learning (CALL) tools. In this context, it would
be useful to devise a competence framework to
alert the learners in situations where such sys-
tems are not confident. A lot of work has been
done in grammatical error detection and correc-
tion, mainly in English language. However, very
little work has been done for Indian languages.
Probably, Punjabi grammar checker is (Gill and
Lehal, 2008) is the first and only system developed
for an Indian language. Alam et al. (2006) have

proposed an n-gram based approach for Bangla
grammatical error detection. However, there is no
discussion regarding grammar correction. More-
over, none of the existing approaches have pro-
vided a measure of reliability of the system’s sug-
gestions. In this paper an initiative has been taken
to provide a measures of reliability of the sys-
tem’s suggestions. The main contribution of the
paper is a novel Complexity Estimation Matrix
(CMM) that estimates the complexity of a sen-
tence with respect to the grammar correction task.
Based on this complexity score the user can have
an idea how strongly he/she can rely on the cor-
rection suggested by the system. If a sentence
is complex, the user should not be overtly reliant
on the correction suggested by the system. Con-
versely if the complexity measure is low, the user
can confidently choose the suggestion. In order
to quantify any improvement, we need to devise a
methodology for evaluating the effectiveness of a
grammar checker. Due to the lack of substantially
large standard test corpora, comparison among
existing grammatical error detection and correc-
tion approaches is presently hindered (Leacock
et al., 2010; Chodorow et al., 2012). In this pa-
per, we have introduced a novel active learning
based Complexity Measurement Metric (CMM)
that estimates the complexity of a sentence with
respect to the grammar correction task. The
CMM has been used for evaluation of grammar
checkers in order to circumvent the need of gold
standard test corpora during comparison among
the systems. Initially, the CMM has been ap-
plied on our Bangla grammar checker (Available
at http://14.139.223.144/nlpcdack/
GrammarChecker) based on Natural Language
Generation (NLG) approach. An NLG based
grammar correction technique has been reported



in (Kundu et al., 2011). In this approach, an in-
put sentence is transformed into a sequence of root
words using a morphological analyser and then
they are over-generated to form a trellis using a
morphological synthesizer. Then linguistic hard
constraints are used to prune the search space.
The best correction is selected using a Language
Model. Word Error Rate and BLEU (Papineni et
al., 2002) score are used to ensure that the correct
sentence is not too far from the input ungrammat-
ical sentence. Since direct comparison between
existing English grammar checkers and the NLG
based Bangla grammar checker is not possible, the
NLG based system has been compared against a
prototype Bangla grammar checker based on stan-
dard Naı̈ve Bayes classification. The Naı̈ve Bayes
classifier follows the method reported in (Golding,
1995). Four features, namely, word-word, word-
tag, tag-word and tag-tag sequences have been
used in this classification algorithm. The classifier
has been trained on 4,68,582 well-formed Bangla
unicode sentences and same number of ill-formed
sentences.

2 Complexity Estimation

Complexity score (see Table 1) of an ill-formed
sentence represents the amount of difficulty faced
during correction of that sentence. Initially, we es-
timate complexity of the grammar correction for a
given input test sentence. Then we find out cor-
relation between the performance of the grammar
checker and the complexity score of the test sen-
tence. Our hypothesis is that, these correlation val-
ues will indicate how well a grammar checker per-
forms for a given test sentence. Thus, even if two
test data are not similar but have same complex-
ity score then we can compare the performances
of two systems depending on the complexity of
the grammar correction problem. A significant re-
search challenge is to estimate the complexity of
a grammar correction problem in the context of a
given erroneous test sentence. On the surface, this
problem has some resemblances to the problem of
estimating readability of text (Thompson, 2011).
In the context of Bangla sentences, readability
estimation has been explored by (Sinha et al.,
2012). However, not all features used in the prob-
lem of estimating readability of text (Sinha et al.,
2012; McCallum and Peterson, 1982; McLaugh-
lin, 1969; Daller, 2010) are directly applicable in
our case as we are dealing with erroneous text. As

Level of Complexity Numerical Value
Very easy 0-25
Easy 26-50
Complex 51-75
Very Complex 76-100

Table 1: Complexity Score in different complexity
levels

a result, we have introduced new features that have
been explained in the next subsection.

2.1 Feature Set of Complexity Estimation

Complexity of text can be classified as syntac-
tic complexity and cognitive complexity. Syntac-
tic complexity arises from elements such as sen-
tence length, amount of embedding, and range
and sophistication of structures (Lourdes, 2003;
Bachman, 1976). On the other hand, cognitive
complexity (Lohmann et al., 2010; Wang et al.,
2012) arises from Hyperbole, Understatement and
Metaphor. “That hotel room was so small that
even the mice had hunched shoulders.” is cogni-
tive complex. Domain knowledge is required to
interpret the meanings of those sentences. Here we
will concentrate only on the syntactic complexity
and will define syntactic/lexical features to mea-
sure cognitive load indirectly. Following features
have been identified to be responsible for text and
grammar correction complexity.

Presence of Comma: Presence of comma con-
tributes to the overall readability of a sentence
(Hill and Murray, 1998). Presence of comma in
the appropriate places of a sentence can enhance
readability and reduces the need to re-read the en-
tire sentence. Commas also help reducing prob-
lems that arise from ambiguities. Several stud-
ies have provided evidence that readers experience
difficulty when they read “garden path sentences”
(Ferreira et al., 2001) like “The old man the boat”.
The garden path effect can be greatly reduced if
commas are correctly present after introductory
phrases and reduced relative clauses (Israel et al.,
2012).

Multiple Parts of Speech (POS) of a Sin-
gle Word: In most languages a particular word
can have different POS. Generally, when a per-
son reads a sentence the user builds up a likely
meaning for each word and a meaning for the
whole sentence word by word. At the time of sen-
tence processing if a word appears that changes the



meaning of the sentence, the user switches to the
new meaning and continues. If a word has multi-
ple POS tags and a tag which is infrequent is used
in the sentence then it increases the complexity of
the sentence. For example, the sentence “The com-
plex houses married and single soldiers and their
families” is complex because the word ‘houses’ is
used as a verb here, which is infrequent as opposed
to its use as a noun.

Syntactic Structure: If thematic roles in a sen-
tence deviate from usual agent (do-er) before pa-
tient (do-ee) order, then patient increases cogni-
tive load and thus increases sentence complexity.
For example the sentence “The man who killed the
Tiger · · · ” is simpler than “The Tiger whom the
man killed · · ·” A reversible passive sentence like
“The little rat is chased by the big cat.” is com-
plex compared to “The big cat chases the little
rat”. Sentence complexity using syntactic pattern
can be defined as :

Sentence Complexity (s)=
#LV (s) + #LN(s)

#Clauses(s)

Where #LV(s) and #LN(s) are the number of ver-
bal and nominal links and #Clauses is the num-
ber of clause in the sentence (Basili and Zanzotto,
2002). Coordinating conjuncts increase the com-
plexity because relationships between clauses are
not always used explicitly in the sentence.

Metaphor: One can detect metaphor by bigram
analysis of noun-verb agreement. If P(Common
Noun | Verb) is less than some predefined thresh-
old then it can be considered as a metaphor. For
example, “He planted good ideas in their minds.”
Here the verb ‘planted’ acts on the noun ‘ideas’
and makes the sentence metaphoric, thereby in-
creasing its complexity. Generally in corpus
the object that occurs more frequently with verb
‘planted’ are ‘trees’, ‘bomb’ and ‘wheat’ etc (Kr-
ishnakumaran and Zhu, 2007).

Lexical Density: Psycholinguistic studies have
long shown that less densely packed texts are
more easily comprehended, particularly among
non-proficient readers. Lexical density is a mea-
sure of the ratio of the number of different words
to the total number of words in a text (McCarthy,
1986). In earlier work (Bradac et al., 1977), it has
been shown that lexical density and comprehen-
sion test scores are strongly correlated.

T-Unit: T-Unit is an important feature respon-
sible for text complexity. T-Unit is the “shortest
grammatically allowable sentence or minimally

terminable unit” (Hunt, 1965). T-Units which are
longer in terms of number of words and have more
subordinate clauses are more complex (Gaies,
1980). For example: The Sun rose. The fog
dispersed. The general determined to delay no
longer. He gave the order to advance. Here,
the number of T-Units is 4 and the mean length
of T-units = (Number of Words/Number of T-
Units)=(19/4)=4.75. Consider now the single sen-
tence rewrite: At Sunrise, the fog having dis-
persed, the general, determined to delay no longer,
gave the order to advance. Here the number of T-
Units is 1 and mean T-Unit length is (18/1)=18.00.
It is quite obvious that the second sentence having
greater mean T-Unit length is more complex than
the first sentence.

Abstractness: Less frequent and abstract
words increase text complexity because the
presence of such words require a greater level of
interpretation to understand the intended meaning.

Pronominal Reference: As pronouns are used
as references and in many cases the references of
the pronouns cross sentence boundaries, if the sen-
tence starts with a particular pronoun then it is of-
ten difficult to identify the context in which that
pronoun was used.

Confusion Set: The context window sur-
rounding erroneous words and the set of possi-
ble corrections will be referred to as the con-
fusion set henceforth. Consider a sentence
S=w1w2 · · ·wiXCY wj · · ·wn. Where C is a con-
fusion set such that C = {c1, c2, · · · , cn} from
where a particular word ci need to be placed to
make the sentence correct. X and Y are the left
and right context windows of C. We will say that
the given sentence is complex if count(XciY ) =
count(XcjY )+θ Where ci ̸= cj and {ci, cj} ∈ C
and 0 ≤ θ ≤ K . The K is a constant. The value
of K has been set empirically. Complexity of the
sentence increases as the value of θ decreases and
the size of the context window and the confusion
set C increases. For example, the English sentence
“Ram is going C market” is not complex when
C= {to, at}, X={going} and Y={market}, because
θ is very large as frequency(“going to market”) ≫
frequency(“going at market”) in general English
corpus.

Other factors also can increase the complexity
of the sentences like sentence length, presence
of idiomatic expressions, figurative use of words



and assimilation of foreign words and phrases in
the source text. The variations of such features
create different levels of complexity in different
domains. Thus we have collected a set of features
F = {fi, fi+1, · · · , fi+n, fj , fj+1, · · · , fj+m}
where the fis are the features responsible for
readability of text and the fjs features are re-
sponsible for severity of errors in text. Using
these features we have designed a Multiple Linear
Regression (MLR) model α0 + (αifi + · · · +
αi+nfi+n)+(βjfj + · · ·+βj+nfj+n) = Ω where
{α0, αi, · · · , αi+n} and {βj , · · · , βj+n} are the
parameters of the MLR that need to be learned
during training process and Ω is the complexity
score. All feature values are normalized before
training of MLR to account for differences
between features. We collected Bangla Unicode
sentences from the following online resources:

1. Bangla online news papers like
“Ananda Bazar Patrika” (http:
//www.anandabazar.com/)

2. Online version of Bangla literatures writ-
ten by Rabindranath Tagore, Sarat Chandra
Chattapadhyay and Bankim Chandra Chatta-
padhyay (http://www.nltr.org/) published by
Society for Natural Language Technology
Research (SNLTR).

3. Bangla blogs (http://www.amarblog.
com/) etc.

Special care needs to be taken at the time of se-
lecting well-formed sentences due to different rea-
sons. In Bangla literature, diglossic variations are
found in the form of “Sadhu” and “Chalit”. Sen-
tences written in “Sadhu” are mostly found writ-
ings of Bankim Chandra Chattapadhyay and writ-
ings of Rabindranath Tagore and Sarat Chandra
Chattapadhyay. Sentences written in “Sadhu” are
not used in day-to-day communication. On the
other hand, most recent works follow “Chalit”
form as it is used in daily communications. Due
to informal communication, Bangla blogs con-
tain sentences of “Benglish” (a mixed language
of Bangla and English) language (Kundu and
Chandra, 2012). Not all sentences of Bangla
blogs are grammatically correct. For this reason,
we have manually filtered the grammatical sen-
tences from the set of sentences collected from
Bangla blogs. Sentences written in “Sadhu” and

“Benglish” are not important in our case, as our
focus is to detect and correct grammatical sen-
tences used in day-to-day written communica-
tion. Therefore, at the time of sentence selection
from online websites (like http://www.nltr.org/,
http://www.amarblog.com/ etc.), we have manu-
ally filtered out the sentences written in “Sadhu”
form and “Benglish” language. In addition to
that, we have collected sentences from a detec-
tive novel, namely “Feluda Samagra” written by
Satyajit Ray. The reason behind selecting the
novel is that sentences are written in “Chalit” and
most of the sentences are simple and represen-
tative of those that are used in day-to-day com-
munication. We have also collected sentences
from “Jekhane Dactar Nei”, a Bengali book trans-
lated from the English work “Where There is no
Doctor”. We have collected Unicode sentences
from various domains including Literature, Sports,
Health, Politics and Business (2005-2012). We as-
sumed that the syntax and semantics of the col-
lected sentences are correct as they are mostly col-
lected from different newswires which are nor-
mally edited and proof-read. Corpora from mul-
tiple domains have been collected to avoid skewed
distribution of data. From this set of collected
4,68,582 Bangla sentences, we have manually se-
lected 1000 sentences having different levels of
complexity to build the training data. Then we
synthetically induced errors in those sentences fol-
lowing the methodology reported in (Kundu et
al., 2012). The procedure begins with automatic
creation of large number of erroneous sentences
from a set of grammatically correct sentences by
introducing noise using addition, deletion, sub-
stitution and transposition operations. A statisti-
cal confidence score filter has been implemented
to select proper samples from the generated er-
roneous sentences such that sentences with less
probable word sequences get lower confidence
score and vice versa. A rule based mal-rule filter
has been used to collect the sentences having im-
proper tag sequences. Combination of these two
filters ensure that no valid construction is getting
selected within the synthetically generated error
corpus. The resultant erroneous sentences had dif-
ferent level of error density. Then we defined the
complexity score for four levels as “Very easy”,
“Easy”, “Complex”, and “Very complex”. There-
after, these erroneous sentences were given to two
language experts and two native speakers for cor-



rection. We also asked them to enter a complexity
score (see Table 1) according to the difficulty that
they faced during correction of those sentences.
Then the proposed MLR model was trained on this
training dataset and the values of the parameters
{α0, αi, · · · , αi+n, βj , · · · , βj+n} were estimated.
After learning the parameters of the MLR, we es-
timated the complexity score of five text domains
(business, health, sports, literature and politics)
each containing 500 erroneous sentences. We ob-
served that the Relative Error of the MLR model is
0.39. Relative error (RE) is calculated as follows:

RE =
1

|N |

|N |∑
i=1

|ASi − PSi

ASi
| (1)

here |N | is the number of test sentences. ASi and
PSi are the actual complexity score given by user
and predicted complexity score by the model. The
main challenge in our research was to address the
problem of high RE.

2.2 Feature Selection

While trying to analyze the cause of poor perfor-
mance, we found that there are some irrelevant and
redundant features which stand in the way of the
accurate prediction of complexity. Large number
of features have an adverse effect in efficiency and
irrelevant features hamper the accurate prediction
of complexity. So, there is a requirement for re-
duction of dimensionality by filtering the irrele-
vant and redundant features. Manual identification
of important features from a large number of fea-
tures is practically not feasible. Correlation anal-
ysis was performed on this training data to find
out features which are more relevant for a partic-
ular complexity value by looking at the correla-
tion values between the target variables and the
features. Features having a low correlation (-0.1
to +0.1) with the complexity score have been re-
moved. However, following this relevant feature
selection procedure, the relative error of our mul-
tiple linear regression model becomes 0.36. The
MLR model is unable to comprehensively explain
the factors regarding features that contribute to the
text complexity. To address this issue, a frame-
work based on the idea of active learning has been
employed for bettering our estimate of the text
complexity.

3 Active Learning based Complexity
Estimation

We have followed the PROTOS (Bareiss et
al., 1990; Clark, 1987) architecture for active
learning of grammar correction complexity for
better generalization because of the need to elicit
knowledge from an expert user and to provide a
language specific feature that may benefit from
guided explanation from linguists. The system
retains the guided learning cases and also the
causes of failures and the associated explanations
for those specific cases. We have used the k-NN
algorithm (Mitchell, 1997) for following PRO-
TOS framework to estimate grammar correction
complexity of a given input text. Initially the
example-base contains examples in the form
[< f1 : v1 >,< f2 : v2 >, · · · , < fn : vn >, ci],
where fi is the attribute of the feature, vi is
its value and ci is the complexity score of a
sentence involving these features. For a given
English sentence “Ram *go to market”, an ex-
ample may look like [< Num of words :
4 >,< Num of prepositions :
1 >,< Num of errors : 1 >,<
Num of infrequent words : 1 >, 10].
Here * indicates the erroneous word and the num-
ber 10 indicates the complexity of the sentence
(The scale of the complexity score is shown in
Table 1). At the time of training of the system,
sentences of different complexity have been
provided to the user in a multiple choice questions
(MCQ) format. Then the user provides his/her
choice and complexity value of sentence. This
system estimates the complexity score of the same
sentence based on the extracted feature values and
k-NN algorithm. Given this setting, the following
situations are possible.

Situation 1: User’s selected option is correct and
user’s complexity score and system estimated
complexity score is not same.

Situation 2: User’s selected option is incorrect
and user’s complexity score and system es-
timated complexity score is not same.

If the user’s selected option is incorrect and the
complexity score provided by the user is very low
and the score does not match with system gen-
erated score then the system will not ask user to
supply an explanation regarding complexity of the
given input sentence. In such a situation, it is



Figure 1: Screenshot of active learning framework for estimation of text complexity. The explanation
of the feature names are available at http://14.139.223.144/testComplexity/FeatDtl.
spy

assumed that the user is not confident enough to
guide the system to make better inference as a part
of his interaction. Other than the above mentioned
situation, whenever the complexity score provided
by the user and the one estimated by the system
varies, the interaction based active learning pro-
cedure starts. In this case, the system provides
explanations of its decision in the form of com-
mon features between the given input sentence and
the nearest example from the example-base se-
lected using the k-NN algorithm. It also provides
the extra features in input sentence not present in
nearest matched example or vice versa. The user
then selects or adds the features that contribute to
the complexity of the given sentence. After re-

ceiving the user’s feedback, the system generates
a new example with the selected and the newly
added features. The new example is inserted into
the example-base if it is not already present there.
The system also remembers a link between the
nearest example provided by k-NN and the new
example generated depending on the user’s feed-
back, so that whenever in future this nearest ex-
ample is selected, then the system will automati-
cally map it to the newly generated example. Our
active learning based complexity estimation pro-
totype is available at http://14.139.223.
144/testComplexity/. The screenshot of
the prototype is shown in Figure 1. The user can
provide a class name (like “Very Easy”, “Easy”,



“Complex” or “Very Complex”) instead of enter-
ing specific complexity score.
Then the system’s generated complexity score will
be mapped to one of these complexity classes. It
has been seen that the relative error of the pro-
posed active learning model is 0.16 which is much
less than that obtained using multiple regression
when tested on the same dataset. This clearly
shows that subsequent steps have improved the
system’s performance. Figure 2 shows complex-
ity score obtained over 10 trials of each of the five
domains. In each trial, we have randomly selected
50 sentences from 500 erroneous sentences of
each domain and computed the average complex-
ity score using our active learning based model.
From the complexity score shown in Figure 2, it is
apparent that complexity of the literature domain
is higher than any other domain considered here.
This is expected, since figurative uses of words
are common in this domain, and nouns are orna-
mented with adjective and intensifiers. Rhetorical
structures are usually found in sentences of liter-
ature domain. Idiomatic and colloquial patterns
are used more than any other domain considered
here. Sometimes phrases of foreign language are
present as a part of the source language in its orig-
inal orthographic representation or transliterated
according to the source language. In Figure 3, we
have shown POS tag distribution of five domains
(business, health, sports, literature and politics). It
is apparent that probability distributions of punctu-
ation (RD PUNC), quotative (CC CCS UT), sub-
ordinate (CC CCS), personal pronoun (PR PRP)
and wh-pronoun (PR PRQ) are appearing with
higher frequency in literature domain than any
other domain considered. Punctuations like mul-
tiple commas (,), semicolon (;) in a sentence rep-
resent that the sentence is a complex sentence ac-
cording to the syntactic structure. Figure 4 shows
the distribution of infrequent words of five do-
mains (business, health, sports, literature and pol-
itics). In this figure we can see that the distribu-
tions of infrequent words are more in the literature
domain than any other domains considered. Fig-
ure 5 shows the complexity scores obtained from
500 erroneous sentences of each domain and the
respective accuracies obtained by our NLG based
grammar checker. We have followed the NLG
based grammar correction methodology reported
in (Kundu et al., 2011). The Pearson’s corre-
lation (Mangal, 2012) coefficient (r) of the com-
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mains.

plexity score against grammar correction accura-
cies obtained by the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier and
the NLG based grammar checker are -0.95 and -
0.87 respectively. It shows a strong negative linear
correlation of complexity scores with accuracies
achieved by the two systems. Thus both classifiers
have low accuracies when the complexity is high,
and vice versa. This strengthens the case for the
robustness of the proposed complexity measure.
The proposed CMM has been integrated with the
user interface of our NLG based grammar checker.
It estimates the complexity score of the given in-
put sentence and generates a colour bar (see Fig-
ure 6) to represent complexity of the sentence.
Colours “green”, “blue”, “yellow” and “red” in-
dicate different levels of complexity like “very
easy”, “easy”, “complex” and “very complex” re-
spectively. Users can rely on the suggestion pro-
vided by the system when the colour is green for
a given input sentence. Conversely, “red” colour
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Figure 5: Complexity measure and Precision score
obtained by NLG based grammar checker and
Naı̈ve Bayes classifier systems.

alerts the user to select the system’s suggestion.
Figure 7 and 8 show screenshots of our integrated
NLG based grammar checkers showing sugges-
tions for “Easy” and “Complex” erroneous sen-
tences.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a novel Com-
plexity Measurement Metric (CMM) for reliable
grammar correction and to alleviate the need of
standard test corpus for evaluation of grammar
checkers across various languages. The CMM
follows active learning methodology with expert
user interaction. The work reported in the paper
is part of a bigger initiative driven by the need to
build robust NLP tools for morphologically rich
and relatively free word order Indian languages
like Bangla. The implementation reported is lim-
ited by the fact that human feedback is critical to
the learning process. In a practical setting, how-
ever, several users would use the system and si-
multaneously contribute to the process of making

Figure 6: Colour bar indicates different level of
complexity.

Figure 7: Screenshot of integrated online NLG
based Grammar Checker showing low complexity
score for a given input sentence.

it more robust. The system performance is ex-
pected to gradually stabilize as the seed set of rep-
resentative examples accumulate. This is true with
most instance based learners, the “competence” of
Case Based Reasoning systems (Leake and Wil-
son, 2011), for example, is expected to show only
marginal improvements beyond a point. The tool
developed has been made available for use on-
line (http://14.139.223.144/testComplexity/) and
we are now in a position to monitor its use over
time. NLP systems based on similar ideas can
be used to successfully complement CALL sys-
tems which often generate improper suggestions
to the user. In that context, a competence frame-
work would be useful in alerting the learner in
situations where it is not confident. Though the
work reported is exclusively focussed on robust
grammar checking in the context of Indian lan-
guages, the idea of estimating the complexity of
a task based on a set of appropriate features and
the active learning framework that exploits the re-
sulting complexity measure may have interesting
implications for other NLP tasks. We have re-
cently launched an exercise to evaluate the com-
plexity of sentiment classification using a set of
features which are quite different from the ones
used in grammar checking and plan to use an idea



Figure 8: Screenshot of integrated online NLG
based Grammar Checker showing high complex-
ity score for a given input sentence.

inspired by the CMM framework reported in this
paper to facilitate active learning in this context.
Future work should also lead to exploring issues
pertaining to evaluation of other grammar check-
ing systems using the proposed methodology. We
are also planning to examine the parameters in our
regression model to have insights into which fea-
tures are more central in determining complexity.
At a later stage we may also need to study interac-
tions between the features more closely.
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